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Abstract: Due to the dynamics and uncertainty of the current network environment, access control is
one of the most important factors in guaranteeing network information security. How to construct
a scientific and accurate access control model is a current research focus. In actual access control
mechanisms, users with high trust values bring better benefits, but the losses will also be greater
once cheating access is adopted. A general access control game model that can reflect both trust and
risk is established in this paper. First, we construct an access control game model with user behavior
trust between the user and the service provider, in which the benefits and losses are quantified by
using adaptive regulatory factors and the user’s trust level, which enhances the rationality of the
policy making. Meanwhile, we present two kinds of solutions for the prisoner’s dilemma in the
traditional access control game model without user behavior trust. Then, due to the vulnerability of
trust, the user’s trust value is updated according to the interaction situation in the previous stage,
which ensures that the updating of the user’s trust value can satisfy the “slow rising-fast falling”
principle. Theoretical analysis and the simulation experiment both show that this model has a better
performance than a traditional game model and can guarantee scientific decision-making in the
access control mechanism.
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1. Introduction

Access control is one of the most important methods for guaranteeing information security.
Conventional access control mechanisms, such as discretionary access control (DAC) [1,2], mandatory
access control (MAC) [3,4], and role-based access control (RBAC) [5–8], satisfy the access control
requirements of most service providers. However, static and predefined access control policies cannot
measure user’s access behavior precisely, especially because users at different levels of trust can bring
about benefits or losses in different amounts [9]. Therefore, a service provider demands a reasonable
and accurate access control mechanism in which the interactions between information sharing and
protection bring about a socially positive result for both the service provider and its users [10]. In 1996,
Blaze M [11] proposed the concept of trust management and introduced a trust mechanism into
security research for the first time, thus providing a new way of solving security problems. Afterwards,
the trust mechanism has been widely applied in the access control area. The basic idea in these
studies is providing different access permissions according to the user’s trust degree. The higher the
user’s trust degree, the more resources he can access. However, due to the dynamic and subjective
characteristics of the trust, trust evaluation and updating is still a difficult problem.
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Game theory has been applied in many research domains related to information security, including
network security [12–15], intrusion detection [16,17], and access control [10,18], to move forward the
development of academic research. Game theory provides a mathematical analysis method for the
study of the essence of competition among entities [19,20]. There exists a game between users and the
service providers who adopt a strategy to maximize their own utility. Traditional access control based
on game theory [15,16] did not consider the influence of the user behavior trust value, which made
the access control model lack accuracy and adaptability. Therefore, an access control mechanism that
combines user trust based on game theory is established in this paper. The major contributions of this
paper are summarized as follows:

• We build an access control game analysis model combining with the user’s trust level, in which
the trust and risk achieve unity. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to present a utility
quantification mechanism for users and the service providers, using the adaptive regulator and
the user’s trust level. Then, the method of decision-making based on the Nash equilibrium of
the service provider is proposed. At the same time, a solution to the prisoner’s dilemma in the
traditional access control game model without user trust is also proposed in this paper.

• Due to the dynamic and vulnerable characteristics of trust, a novel trust updating mechanism
that follows the principle “slow-rising and fast-falling” is proposed.

• The experiment shows that the user’s trust value presents a slowly increasing trend on the whole
with the increase of interaction times. This is because our game model has potential incentive
effects on the benign collaboration between the user and the service provider.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the related work about
the access control model. Section 3 introduces our main work. Section 4 presents the solutions for
the prisoner’s dilemma in the access control game model, in which the user behavior trust is not
included. Section 5 presents an access control game model combining with user behavior trust and
provides the scientific basis for decision-making. Section 6 proposes a trust value updating mechanism
according to the interaction situations in the previous stage and ensures that the trust value satisfies
the “slow rising-fast falling” principle.

2. Related Work

Access control ensures that access requests from users to objects are validated according to
predefined rules. These rules form an authorization policy and the way of defining and enforcing them
constitutes an access control model [1]. Early access control model consists of discretionary access
control (DAC) [1,2], in which the owner of the resource decides who can access the resource and how
to access it, and mandatory access control (MAC) [3,4], in which the access rules were defined by the
system. However, because of the complexity of the network environment, DAC and MAC can no longer
meet the needs of actual applications. Subsequently, the role-based access control model [5,6] was
proposed. Since RBAC introduces a middle layer (role) between users and permissions, the flexibility
and security of access control system can be ensured, even if dealing with mass data and large-scale
business, which shows a large advantage in meeting the security needs of large-scale enterprise-wide
systems. Thus, the RBAC has become a hot topic in the access control research area. However, it
is only fit for dealing with access control requests from predefined known users. Meanwhile, the
policy is relatively static and inflexible. Due to the dynamic and stochastic features of user access
behavior, researchers have proposed methods to incorporate user behavior trust into the access control
system [7–9,21]. The basic idea in these studies is providing different access permissions according
to the user’s trust degree. Roose et al. [18] adopt three-level trust to control decision-making, but the
trust evaluation mechanism is not discussed. Bhatti et al. [9] assessed trust based on the user profile,
which is used for XML-based RBAC. In fact, a user with a different trust degree could bring about
different risk levels. Bijon et al. [22] introduced the concept of risk in an RBAC system to prevent
permission abuse. A role will be activated when the total risk does not exceed a threshold [23,24].
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Researchers [25,26] combined user trust with the risk to conduct an access control study. Trust is
user-related, risk is permission-related, and these two are intrinsically correlated because the users
and permissions are main and indispensable elements in the access control system [10]. Trust and risk
are effectively combined together in our paper and risk appears in the game model in an implicit way.
In fact, the service provider and users all aim at maximizing the benefits under any circumstances.
Many researchers [12–15] apply game theory to the fields of information security, which provides a
scientific method of decision making. Manshaei et al. [13] discussed how to make use of game theory
to control the limits of compromise. Rontidis et al. [27] proposed a decision-making system to reduce
the security risks based on game theory. Researchers [20] have also used game theory to establish a
privacy protection model by setting the access permission according to the privacy tolerance threshold
of service providers. However, these studies lack utility quantification mechanisms related to the user
behavior trust and risk. Therefore, an access control mechanism that combines the user trust level
with risk based on game theory is proposed in this paper, which provides a more scientific method for
controlling decisions.

3. Proposed Model

Game theory is playing an increasingly important role in information security and provides a
scientific method for advanced security-related decision making. In this paper, the access control game
analysis model based on the data resources of a school library is constructed wherein there are two
players, the service provider and its user. When the user accesses a permission, he might bring gains
or losses for the service provider. If the service provider grants the user’s normal or no-cheating access
request, it will bring benefits for both of them. For example, the obtaining knowledge or data resources
for the user and gaining benefits or improving reputation for the service provider. However, if the
service provider grants the user’s malicious or cheating access request (e.g., setting up proxy servers
privately or reselling data or papers to other people), it will bring extra benefits for users but bring
losses for the service provider. The benefits and losses will be listed in detail as follows. The symbol
definitions are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Symbol definition.

Symbol Definition

δ
Discount factor (the extent to which future cooperation opportunities

are concerned by users)

M Number of trust levels

βj adaptive regulatory factor, βj ∈ [0, 1], (j = 1, 2, . . . 6)

x User’s trust level x = (1, 2, . . . M)

p The service provider grants the user’s access request with probability of
p, and deny the user’s access request with probability of 1− p.

q User adopting no-cheating access strategy with probability of q, and
cheating access strategy with probability of 1− q.

qτ The threshold probability in the decision-making process

Tp User’s trust value after the p−th interaction

λ
The control factor determining the trust reduction rate in the trust

updating equation λ ∈ (0, 1)

r The control factor determining the trust increment rate in the trust
updating equation r < λ

Tmax Maximum Trust Value. We set Tmax = 1 in this paper
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The strategies of the user are cheating access and no-cheating access and the strategies of the
service provider are grant and deny access. The utility of using different strategies is summarized
as follows:

• Slossc
g > 0 denotes the service provider’s loss for granting the user’s cheating access. Examples

are overloading the data resources or setting up proxy servers privately by the user.
• Sbene f itn

g > 0 denotes the service provider’s benefits for granting user’s no-cheating access.
Examples are gaining benefits by providing downloading services or enhancing a reputation
through good interactions.

• Slossn
d > 0 denotes the service provider’s loss for denying the user no-cheating access. An example

is losing the opportunity for potential long-term cooperation.
• Ubene f itn

g > 0 denotes user’s benefits for no-cheating access. Examples are downloading the data
resources or obtaining some knowledge in the access process.

• Uextrac
g > 0 denotes user’s extra benefits for cheating access. Examples are overloading or setting

up proxy servers privately.

In this paper, we propose two types of access control game models, one is the game model without
user trust and the other is the game model considering user trust. The major contents are as follows:

• In the first game model, all of the users’ benefits are regarded as equal and different users bring the
same utility to the service provider. Therefore, this game model is also regarded as the traditional
access control game model. We present two kinds of solutions for the prisoner’s dilemma in this
game model.

• Construct access control game model considering user trust, in which the utility of the user and the
service provider are quantified using user trust level x and adaptive regulatory factor βj, and risk
is reflected in an implicit way in the utility function. Afterwards, the rational decision-making
conditions for the service providers by analyzing the payment matrix is established. Finally, the
user’s trust value is updated reasonably after each interaction.

4. Analysis of the Access Control Game Model Without User Behavior Trust

4.1. The Analysis of the Game Model

The payment matrix between the user and service provider is as follows (Table 2). Assuming that
the user and service provider are completely rational, they aim to maximize their profits. It can be
seen from the Table 2 that there exists a pure-strategy Nash equilibrium (cheating, deny). However,
the Nash equilibrium here is contradictory with the basic principle of information communication
and sharing advocated in the network. In fact, most of the users and service providers do not choose
these strategies (cheating, deny). This situation is the prisoner’s dilemma in a traditional game model.
An important question is how to obviate the prisoner’s dilemma for users and service providers to
cooperate with one another to obtain more long-term future benefits.

Table 2. Payment matrix between user and service provider.

User

No-Cheating Cheating

Service
provider

grant Sbene f itn
g Ubene f itn

g −Slossc
g Ubene f itn

g + Uextrac
g

deny −Slossn
d 0 0 0

4.2. Presenting Two Kinds of Solutions for the Prisoner’s Dilemma

To remove the prisoner’s dilemma, we set up the game model on the basis of an infinite repeated
game, since we do not know when the game will end. In addition, the history of the past actions of
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each player is observable and players not only consider the utilities generated by the current game
stage, but also the utilities of future games. Therefore, we perform two possible solutions for different
types of users.

1. Grim-trigger strategy.
The service provider always grants the user’s no-cheating access. Once the user adopts cheating

access, the service provider will always deny the user’s access request.
2. Stage grim-trigger strategy.

The service provider always grants the user’s no-cheating access request and once the user
adopts the cheating access strategy, the service provider will deny the user’s access request for several
successive game stages. Afterwards, the service provider will grant the user access again.

Due to the characteristics of infinite repeated games, the time to obtain benefits cannot be ignored
because the value of the same benefit to a user, at different time points, is not the same. Users are
usually more concerned about recent benefits than future benefits. Suppose that we have a discount
factor δ ∈ [0, 1]. If δ is closer to 1, the users are more concerned about future cooperation opportunities,
and vice versa.

The expected benefit of a user adopting the no-cheating access strategy is the following:

Ubene f itn
g + Ubene f itn

gδ + Ubene f itn
gδ2 + . . . . . . =

Ubene f itn
g

1− δ
(1)

First solution (grim-trigger strategy), as follows: If a user chooses the cheating access strategy
at a certain stage, he/she will obtain an extra benefit once, except normal access benefits. Afterward,
the user’s benefit becomes zero. A rational user will not choose cheating the access strategy if

Ubene f itn
g

1− δ
≥ Ubene f itn

g + Uextrac
g (2)

we can get δ ≥
Uextrac

g

Uextrac
g + Ubene f itn

g
. (3)

Second solution (stage grim-trigger strategy), as follows: For brevity, suppose that the service
provider denies the user’s access for one game stage. In this case, the benefit of the user is

Ubene f itn
g + Uextrac

g + 0× δ + Ubene f itn
g × δ2 + Ubene f itn

g × δ3 + . . . . . . = Ubene f itn
g + Uextrac

g + δ2 Ubene f itn
g

1−δ (4)

A rational user will not choose cheating the access strategy if

Ubene f itn
g

1−δ
≥ Ubene f itn

g + Uextrac
g + δ2 Ubene f itn

g

1−δ
(5)

we can get δ ≥
Uextrac

g

Ubene f itn
g

. (6)

Discount factor δ denotes the extent to which future cooperation opportunities are concerned by
users. The larger the value of δ is, the more the user cares about the future cooperation opportunities.
It can be seen from Equations (3) and (6) that using stage grim trigger strategy requires a higher
discount factor δ than using grim trigger strategy. Therefore, the number of denial times of the service
provider is inversely proportional to the discount factor. This arrangement means the users who care
little about future cooperation opportunities receive greater punishment than the users who are more
concerned about future cooperation opportunities, which is consistent with the phenomenon that is
present in society.
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5. Constructing an Access Control Game Model with User Behavior Trust

This approach is due to the above game model, in which all of the users’ benefits are regarded as
equal. In fact, in the actual access control system, the cooperation between the service provider and the
user will be deeper with an increase in the user’s trust value. Correspondingly, the service providers
will provide those users who hold high a trust value with more access to resources and higher-level
access permissions. Therefore, normal cooperation will bring about more benefits to those users and
service providers. However, once the users with high trust value adopt the cheating access strategy,
the extra benefits will be even higher and the losses or the risks of the service providers will become
more serious. Thus, trust and risk coexist in access control. From another perspective, users with a
high trust values will also bring greater risks. Under these circumstances, the service providers should
punish the deceptive users severely, such as reducing their trust value fast. Based on all of the above,
designing a game model that can reflect both trust and risk is necessary.

5.1. Establishing a Payment Matrix for the Service Provider and User

In this game model, we assume that the user with a high trust value will bring greater benefits
than the user with a low trust value for both the user and service provider when he/she adopts the
no-cheating access strategy and will also result in more serious losses or risks for service provider once
the cheating access strategy is adopted. This assumption is consistent with the overall phenomenon in
the actual access control process.

We divide the user’s trust value into M levels, assuming that the user’s trust level is denoted by
x, (x = 1, 2 . . . M). The trust level is inversely proportional to the trust value (x = 1 denotes total trust
or the highest level of access permission, while x = M denotes total distrust or the lowest level of
access permission). Thus, we can obtain the payment matrix of the service provider and user, as shown
in Table 3.

Table 3. Payment matrix between user and service provider with user trust.

User

No-Cheating Cheating

Service
provider

grant
Sbene f itn

g βx−1
2

Ubene f itn
g βx−1

4

−Slossc
gβx−1

1
Ubene f itn

g βx−1
4 + Uextrac

gβx−1
5 −Upunishβx−1

6

deny −Slossn
d βx−1

3 0
0

−Upunishβx−1
6

Upunish denotes the punishment for the user cheating access, while β j ∈ [0, 1], (j = 1, 2 . . . ·6)
denotes the adaptive regulatory factor of the game analysis, which depends on the granularity of the
trust division and the differences between the utilities of each access permission. The service provider
should increase the value of β j if the differences between the utilities of each access permission is
relatively small, and vice versa. Our game model is in line with our hypothesis. Taking Sbene f itn

g βx−1
2

as an example, owing to β j ∈ [0, 1], x ∈ {1, 2 . . . ·6}, βx−1
j is a monotonically decreasing function of

x. In addition, the trust level x is inversely proportional to the trust value of the user, so βx−1
j is

proportional to the user’s trust value. Therefore, Sbene f itn
g βx−1

2 increases with an increase in the user’s
trust value.

5.2. Game Analysis Based on the User’s Trust Level

It can be obtained, through the lineation method, that there is no pure strategy equilibrium in this
game model. However, we can obtain the Nash equilibrium of the mixed strategy. Assume that the
service provider grants an access request with the probability of p and denies an access request with
the probability of 1− p. Then, the mixed strategy of the service provider is P = (p, 1− p). Assume that
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the user adopts a cheating access strategy with the probability of q and a no-cheating access strategy
with the probability of 1− q. Therefore, the mixed strategy of the user is Q = (q, 1− q). The expected
utility of the user when adopting no-cheating access strategy is

Un = p×Ubene f itn
g βx−1

4 + (1− p)× 0 (7)

The expected utility of the user when adopting cheating access strategy is

Uc = p(Ubene f itn
g βx−1

4 + Uextrac
gβx−1

5 −Upunishβx−1
6 ) + (1− p)×Upunishβx−1

6 (8)

Thus, the average utility of the user is

Eu = q×Uc + (1− q)×Un = pqUextrac
gβx−1

5 + pUbene f itn
g βx−1

4 − qUpunishβx−1
6 (9)

The first-order optimality conditions are obtained by solving the following differential equations:

∂Eu

∂q
= pUextrac

gβx−1
5 −Upunishβx−1

6 = 0 (10)

then, we obtain

p∗ =
Upunishβx−1

6

Uextrac
gβx−1

5

. (11)

Thus, (p∗, 1− p∗) is the Nash equilibrium of the mixed strategy of the service provider. It can be
seen from Equation (11) that the grant probability of the service provider is only related to the extra
benefit and punishment that the user receives by cheating access. Therefore, the service provider who
wants to improve the probability of grant access should increase the punishment and reduce the extra
benefits for the user who adopts the cheating access strategy. In the same way, we can obtain the Nash
equilibrium of the mixed strategy of the user.

q∗ =

(
Sbene f itn

g βx−1
2 + Slossn

d βx−1
3

)
(

Slossc
gβx−1

1 + Sbene f itn
g βx−1

2 + Slossn
d βx−1

3

) (12)

So, (q∗, 1− q∗) is the Nash equilibrium of the mixed strategy of the user.

5.3. Decision-Making Conditions for Service Providers

In the access control mechanism, the high-frequency denial of access will affect the reputation of
the service provider, but the low-frequency denial of access will not achieve the purpose of alleviating
abuse. We have obtained the Nash equilibrium of mixed strategy, both for the user and the service
provider. In game theory, there are many discussions and controversies about mixed strategy. We prefer
to adopt the view in literature [19] that the Nash equilibrium of mixed strategy is the common belief in
the opponent’s eyes. For example, the service provider’s Nash equilibrium is (p∗, 1− p∗), which means
that the user believes that the service provider grants access strategy at probability p∗. Therefore, to
implement an access control decision, the service provider defines a threshold qτ in order to increase
their own benefits and control the rate of denial rationally. The threshold qτ satisfies the equation as
follows:

− qτSlossc
gβx−1

1 + (1− qτ)Sbene f itn
g βx−1

2 = 0. (13)

The left side of the equation denotes the utility of the service provider granting the access request.
If the probability of the user’s no cheating access q ≤ qτ , then the utility of the service provider is
greater than zero. In this case, the service provider should grant the user’s access request, otherwise,
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deny the user’s access request. This method can control the denial frequency reasonably, under the
condition of ensuring the profits of the service provider.

6. The Update of User Trust Behavior Value

The service provider must update the user’s trust value according to the utility of each game
and the user’s access strategy. It is agreed that trust has a characteristic of vulnerability. Take trust
in interpersonal communication as an example, the trust between people is established through
good interaction for a long time, which reflects that the establishment of trust is a slow process.
However, as long as a malicious deception or behavior occurs, the trust between them may be easily
destroyed. In this paper, we will update the user’s trust value after each interaction and the trust
update mechanism follows the “slow-rising and fast-falling” principle, which is consistent with the
vulnerability characteristic of trust. Note that the user’s initial trust value is set to be zero and the trust
value is updated on the basis of the user’s strategy in the previous stage.

(1) Rising (owing to the user’s no-cheating access),

Tp+1 = Tp +
x · γ
10

Tp
Tmax

(14)

where Tp+1 ∈ [0, 1] denotes the (p + 1)th trust value. The value Tmax denotes the maximum of
the trust value, Tmax = 1 in this paper. Here γ denotes the factor for controlling the rate of the
rise and it is a dynamic or fixed value determined by the service provider. In this paper, we set
γ ≤ 0.5.

(2) Falling (owing to the user’s cheating access),

Tp+1 = Tp+1 −
x · λ
10

Tp
Tmax

(15)

where λ denotes the factor for controlling the rate of falling. In this paper, we set λ ≤ 1. It is
worthwhile to note that λ should be always be larger than γ because the trust value is difficult to
increase but easy to decrease, which can reflect the vulnerability of trust.

7. Simulation and Example

7.1. Experimental Background

In order to evaluate our game model, a simulated data resource service of the digital library is
constructed, where the users and service providers refer to the school students and database suppliers,
respectively. User identity authentication is based on the user’s IP address. As long as the user’s IP
address is within the legal range, the user can access the database. However, identity authentication
only is not enough, because legitimate users can seek extra profits through excessive downloads or
setting up a server privately, and this malicious behavior will damage the interests of the database
suppliers. Here, the identity authentication is out the scope of our research. We only discuss the
behavior authentication of legitimate users. In our game model, 50 legitimate students interact with
the database suppliers, assuming that they are all rational and aiming at maximizing their own profits.
They are divided into two equal groups, X1 and X2. Students in group X1 use the traditional access
control game model and students in group X2 use our proposed game model with user trust. The two
types of game models are analyzed below.
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7.2. Simulation Analysis

7.2.1. The Relationship Between the Discount Factor and the Number of Denials-of-Access in the
Traditional Game Model

We randomly set a different discount factor δ for these users of group X1 in this game model.
The simulation result is shown in Figure 1a, which elaborates a scenario where there is a smaller
number of times that the users are denied if they are more concerned about future cooperation
opportunities. This simulation result is consistent with that confirmed by our theory.

7.2.2. Simulations in the Game Model with User Behavior Trust

To simplify the analysis, the service provider divides the trust value into 5 levels, (x = 1, 2, . . . 5;
x = 1 denotes total trust or the highest level of access permission, and x = 5 denotes total distrust or
the lowest level of access permission). Adaptive regulatory factors (β1 . . . β6),in the game analysis
model, are set as 0.8, 0.65, 0.8, 0.85, 0.75, and 0.8, respectively. The initial value of instance parameters
and the calculated result value are listed in Table 4.
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Table 4. The initial value and calculated result value.

Trust Level 1 2 3 4 5 Trust Level 1 2 3 4 5

Sbene f itn
g 300 240 192 154 123 −Slossn

d 700 595 506 430 365
Ubene f itn

g 600 390 254 165 107 Uextrac
g 1000 750 563 422 316

−Slossc
g 200 160 128 102 82 Upunish 650 520 416 333 266

Figure 1b illustrates a scenario in which the benefits and the losses will rise with an increase of the
user’s trust value, for both the user and the service provider. Therefore, the service provider should
consider the profits and losses comprehensively to decide whether to grant the user’s access requests,
not only based on the user’s trust value. Figure 2 shows the relationship between the mixed strategy
Nash equilibrium and the user’s trust level, which illustrates that the user’s deception probability is
inversely proportional to the user’s trust value, in the eyes of the service provider.
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In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our access control game model with user trust, we
have performed some experiments to compare it with a traditional access control game model.
The evaluation metric is the utility obtained by the database suppliers and the trust value changes of
the students. Both groups of students take a no-cheating access strategy with an initial probability of
0.5. For the sake of fairness, the utility in the traditional game is equal to that in our proposed game,
when the user with middle trust level x = 3 and γ = 0.3, λ = 0.4 in the trust update method. We repeat
the game 100 times and randomly select 15 consecutive access stages. We repeat this experiment
30 times and calculate the average trust value. The utility comparison of the service providers in this
scenario is shown in Figure 3 and variation of average trust value is shown in Figure 4.

From Figure 3, it is obvious that the average utility in our proposed game is higher than that in
the traditional game. Besides, the utilities of the service provider in these two types of game models
are both generally moving in the better direction. From Figure 4, we can see that the trust values
of the users increase slowly with the number of interactions. It is because the service provider will
provide those users who hold a high trust value with more access to resources and higher-level access
permissions, which has an incentive effect on the increase of user trust value.
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8. Conclusions

This paper discusses access control mechanisms in the current network environment and proposes
two types of general access control game models, as follows: The game model without user trust
and the game model considering user trust. Meanwhile, this paper proposes two kinds of solutions
for the prisoner’s dilemma in the traditional access control game model. What’s more, we not only
quantify the utility of the service provider and the user using the adaptive regulator (β1 . . . β6) and
the user’s trust level, but also unify trust and risk in the access control game model with user trust.
The simulation results reveal that the average trust values of the users rise slowly with the increase
of interaction times. This approach ensures the scientific decision-making and the rational updating
of the user’s trust value and, more importantly, our model has an incentive effect on the increase of
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user trust, which is helpful to shape the user’s behavior for better future utilities. Therefore, it has
important guiding significance in actual access control.

However, our game model is based on the assumption that the users are all completely rational,
which is difficult to guarantee in the real access control process. In future research, we intend to build
an evolutionary game model in which both sides are bounded rationality and to analyze how to obtain
the evolutionary stable strategy (ESS) in an access control game model.
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